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ABSTRACT

Current-carrying plasmas in a strong dc magnetic field are subject to

violent disruptions above certain thresholds. At present difficult to verify,

explanations are typically sought in terms of "tearing modes". An alternative

explanation is in terms of inverse magnetic helicity cascades, generated from a

variety of possible sources of small-scale MHD turbulence. Strongly anisotrome

MHD plasmas may be described by the Strauss equations. Indications of turbulent

inverse cascade behavior for the Strauss equations are sought, in parallel with

earlier examples from MHD and fluid mechanics.
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1. Introduction

Fluid mechanics in the middle decades of the nineteenth century bears

some resemblances to plasma physics in the middle decades of the twentieth. It

was characterized by: (l) an emphasis on analytically soluble problems, using

elegant but sometimes shallow mathematics; (2) the neglect of dissipative effects

in the equations of motion because the terms involving them were formally esti-

mated to be "small"; and (3) lack of convincing detailed agreement between experi-

mental measurement and theoretical prediction: it was strained at best, and

often simply missing.

Only wixh the work of Reynolds [1,2] and Prandtl [3] toward the close

of the century did an accurate perception of what the problems really were begin

to emerge. At the same time the subject moved, perhaps forever, out of reach of

most of the suave, closed-form mathematics that had been thought to be applicable.

It was a sobering change for fluid mechanical theory*which became, in one sense,

less fun than it had been before.

Two conclusions emerged from the work of Reynolds and Prandtl which

have shaped much of what has happened since: (l) Whenever the Reynolds number

R is as large as it is in most of the interesting cases, fluids are highly

turbulent,involve many degrees of freedom, and define a very stubborn problem in

non-equilibrium statistical mechanics; and (2) Boundary layers, containing steep

gradients and very messy physics, are generally present at interfaces between

fluids and bounding surfaces. The mathematical description appropriate to boundary

layers is different from that appropriate to the bulk phenomena interior to the

fluid, and difficult to match onto it.

It may be only the unsatisfactory nature of the diagnostics available

that have made us slow to concede properties analogous to the above two for plasmas

and/or magnetofluids. Particularly to the extent that the magnetohydrodynamics

(MHD) description is applicable, the structure of the relevant dynamical equations

(Navier-Stokes and MHD) is so similar that it would be extraordinary indeed if

MHD turbulence and boundary layers >Iid not play a central role in the mechanics

of magnetofluids.



Spurred more by geophysical and astrophysical stimuli than by laboratory

ones, the last several years have seen some intense efforts to develop a theory

of MHD turbulence [U-15]. Most of the theory has been done for the spatially

homogeneous case, and is modelled, insofar as possible, on the elegant body of

theory that has been developed for homogeneous Navier-Gtokes turbulence [l6-19]»

Less effort has been expended at developing the more situation-dependent and ad hoc

MED boundary layer theory, except for cases for which the magnetic aspects of the

problem may be regarded as secondary to the mechanical ones.

For a solenoidal turbulent field with zero mean (B = B(x,t), say) the

most experimentally useful single-time average that can be defined is the two-

point covariance (for the magnetic field B):

R?,(x,r,t) = <B.(x,t)B,(x+r,t)> , (l)

where for theoretical purposes, the brackets < > mean an ensemble average and for

experimental purposes they often mean a time average.
•n

As it stands, R7. ostensibly contains six scalar functions of seven
ij

scalar variables and is unwieldy, even before any questions of its dynamics are
•p

raised. The minimal specification of E.. is reduced considerably if various

symmetries of the fluctuating field are assumed [l6,20]. For example, we may

assume any or all of the following four symmetries for the statistical properties

of B:

(1) homogeneity - invariance under spatial translations; RT. then becomes

independent of x;

(2) isotropy - invariance under proper rotations; the scalars E..a.R..b.

for any vectors a and b then become invariant under coordinate rotations;

(3) stationarity - invariance under temporal translations; R.„ then
•*• J

becomes independent of t;

(k) reflection invariance - invariance under improper rotations; RT.

then contains no helicity, or sense of right or left handedness.

When all four of these symmetries are assumed at once, the six functions

of seven variables collapse to one function of one variable, and R.. can be

written simply as

/k25 -k k A EL(k)

1J ^ k2 / k2

where the integral /d k is over all wave number space, and ^(k) is the fluctuating



magnetic energy density (ergs/cm ) per unit wave number k, integrated over all

angles (the "omni-directional" spectrum).

It is at first glance remarkable that the energy spectrum alone suffices

to determine the covariance R7.. This simplification has been a key ingredient

in most of the advances that have been made in Navier-Stokes turbulence theory,

when applied to the corresponding covariance for an incompressible velocity

field y = y(x,t):

If the corresponding symmetry assumptions that led to Eq. (2) are made

for the field v, a corresponding expression for RT. in terms of an integral of a

mechanical omni-directional spectrum E (k) results. At very high Reynolds numbers,

the Kolmogoroff-Obukhov inertial range spectrum is [16,21,22]:

Ey(k) = C K £
2 / V 5 / 3 , (3)

where E (k) is the kinetic energy per unit mass per unit wave number k, integrated

over all angles. Here, e is the mean kinetic energy per unit mass dissipated per

unit time and CT. is a universal constant. Equation (3) is probably as well veri-

fied as any result in turbulence theory [23], though improvements of it are sug-

gested from time to time.

Much of the recent work in MHD turbulence theory has assumed all four

of the above symmetries, and virtually all of it has assumed symmetries (l) and

(2). Whether or not the symmetries are obeyed depends, of course, upon the actual

situation. Often, one has to work rather hard to find and arrange situations

which have these high degrees of symmetry: interesting practically occurring

cases often do not.

The assumption of homogeneity is not well fulfilled in boundary layers.

We do not undertake a consideration of this issue here. Rather, we are concerned

with the suspension of the assumption of isotropy. Strong anisotropy seems to be

a ubiquitous feature of virtually all MHD fluctuations which are present in plasmas

which contain an imbedded mean magnetic field of a dc, or approximately dc,

character. This includes many extraterrestrial plasmas and virtually all labora-

tory confinement experiments.

Experiments which shed light on the character of MHD turbulence are not

numerous. The best ones have tended to fall into two classes: (l) magnetometer



and particle energy analysis of the solar wind [2U,25] and probe measurements

of toroidal z pinches [26,27,28] and tokamaks [29,30]. The solar wind measure-

ments have been limited by their single-point character and their reliance on

the "frozen flow" hypothesis. The current generation of confinement devices on

which experiments are being done are generally too hot and too fragile to permit

.internal probes. Most of the magnetic information which we have on currently-

operating tokamaks and z pinches consists of fragments of data pertaining to the

longest-wavelength components of the magnetic fluctuations which protrude out of

the plasma column. We also have quite a bit of rather accurate information on

densities and temperatures, obtained from laser scattering, x rays, etc., which

is not necessarily closely related to the magnetohydrodynamic behavior.

The magnetic measurements which have been reported [26-30,31] can be

seen to point to several common features of MHD turbulence in toroidal geometries:

(1) The fluctuating magnetic, electric, and velocity fields have

correlation lengths parallel to the dc magnetic field <B> which are longer (by a

factor of > 10 or more) than the correlation lengths perpendicular to <B>. That

is, R..(r) decreases much more rapidly with increasing |r| if r is nearly per-
lj ~ •- ~

pendicular to <B> than if it is parallel.

(2) The directionality of the fluctuations is often, though not always,

such that the diagonal elements of R..(0) which are perpendicular to <B> are sig-
ij ~

nificantly greater than the one parallel to <B>.

(3) The single-point frequency spectrum is broad-band, extending from

several hundred kHz down to the lower limits of the resolution (a few kHz), and

is largely featureless. There is a notable absence of peaks that might be

associated with a sharply-defined unstable normal mode.

(U) There is an as yet unmeasured dependence of the level of fluctua-

tions on the mean toroidal current, but i t is known that when the current exceeds

certain critical thresholds, the devices are subject to the onset of a parti-

cularly violent form of turbulence, sometimes called "the major disruption" [32],

which stands at present as a major limitation on the ohmic heating of a toroidal

discharge.

(5) There are as-yet-undefined roles which are being played at the

boundaries by liners, s l i t s , limiters, impurities, port-holes, etc. , in generating

the turbulence that is seen. These messy boundary effects may in fact be the



basic sources of the steady non-disruptive turbulence described in (l)-(3) above.

Much fluid turbulence has its origin at boundaries, and it is likely that the

same will be true of a magnetofluid.

In the present article, ve are interested in some possible features of

the anisotropic MHD turbulence that may result for a magnetofluid "in a strong dc

magnetic field. In particular, we are interested in the Stratiss equations [33],

which amount to an incompressible MHD description intermediate between two and

three dimensions. At the moment, they are a popular tool for exploring low mode

number instabilities in high aspect ratio toroidal confinement devices, but their

potential applicability is much wider. Except for a preliminary consideration

their turbulent properties have not to our knowlelge been explored.

In Sec. 2, a derivation of the Strauss equations, different from

Strauss's [33], is outlined. In Sec. 3, it is suggested that a possible "inverse

cascade" behavior could manifest itself as a major disruption.



-̂ - + vVB = B'Vv +

2. The Strauss Equations

The discussion will be confined to uniform, incompressible MHD. The

total energy in the fluctuating velocity field v and the fluctuating magnetic

field 3 are much less than the total energy in the dc magnetic field BQ = BQe ,

assumed uniform and constant. The total magnetic field is B + B.

Suppose the (uniform) mass density is p~ and the mean flow speed for

the turbulent fluctuations is U_. Then if we measure the fluid velocity v in

units of UQ and the fluctuating magnetic field in units of units of Airp UQ,

the incompressible MHD equations can be compactly written as

3J § 0 * ^ V2v

a 52^ + £ .
dt

Equations (k) and (5) are to be supplemented by the solenoidal conditions V*B = 0

and V>y = 0, the latter of which also suffices to determine the pressure p, upon

taking the divergence of Eq. (h) and solving the Poisson equation for p which

results. In Eqs. (k) and (5)» lengths are measured in units of L: in units

of the characteristic distance over which macroscopic spatial variations occur.

Velocities are measured in units of U , and times in units of L/U , sometimes

called an "eddy turnover time". The total pressure p (mechanical plus magnetic),
2

is measured in units of Pn^n . The Reynolds number R is the mechanical Reynolds

number tLL/v, where V is the kinematic viscosity. R̂ , is the magnetic Reynolds

number DL/ri, where n is the magnetic diffusivity c /Uira, with c the speed of

light and a the electrical conductivity in cgs units.

In Eqs. (k) and (5), the external magnetic field B~ is everywhere

written over a formal expansion parameter e (eventually allowed to •*• 1) to indi-

cate that order-of-magnitude considerations alone would estimate the terms con-
—1

taining e as much larger than any of the others. These two terms are the only

places where Bn enters the dynamics.

Note that neither R nor R, is the same as "S", the Lundquist number

(often incorrectly called the magnetic Reynolds number). S is defined as C.L/n,



•where C. is an Alfven speed Bn/Arrp7, and has a less well-defined dynamical sig-
—1 -1

nificance than either R or R... R and R basically measure the ratios of the

linear dissipative terms in Eqs. (k) and (5) to the nonlinear ones which account

for spectral transfer between wave numbers. The frequent use of S as a charac-

terization in magnetofluid computations may stem from the focus on the instabi-

lity of quiescent equilibria, which have the inconvenient feature that R and R

grow from zero as time increases and the instability develops.

Notice that in Eqs. {h) and (5), we have used simple scalar viscosity

and resistivity terms, rather than the more accurate but cumbersome Braginskii

tensor expressions. In part this is only for reasons of convenience, but it is

also widely believed that, when R and RM are » 1, the main function of the

dissipative terms is to serve as sinks at high wave numbers (short spatial scales),

but that they are otherwise not sensitive.

The turbulence properties of Eqs. (k) and (5)» without the e terms,

have been extensively studied for the homogeneous, isotropic case [k-lh], and

can be said to be reasonably well understood both in three dimensions [7,8,12,35]

and in two [9-11,13,1^,36,37]. To try to understand the effects of the £~ terms,

we assume a perturbation expansion in £ for the fluctuating B and v fields:

B = B ( 0 )
 + e B ( l )

 + e V 2 ) + .-. '

v = > + e v ^ + e y 2 > + ... , (7)
with £ -J- 1 at the end of the development. The fields are assumed to be physical

at each order, and we impose the solenoidal condition at each stage

\7-B(n) = 0 = V-v(ll) , n > 0 . (8)

Note that Bn is not the same quantity as B

In order to proceed with the perturbation expansion implied by (6)

and (7), we must assign an order of magnitude to 9/3t. This is because Eqs. (k)

and (5) contain, among other things, linear normal modes in the form of incom-

pressible plane Alfven waves with angular frequencies w(k) = k«B /e. We treat

3/3t acting on v and B as of 0(l), thereby explicitly excluding from con-

sideration situations with 0(1) populations of such Alfven waves. What happens

when there are Alfven waves to start with is still somewhat unclear, but recent

numerical solutions of Shebalin [38], discussed later, have shed considerable

light on what happens.



Under these assumptions, the 0(e~ ) terms of the expansion give

which imply not that B and v are independent of z, but that they are at

most functions of ez: their variation with z is slow compared to their variation

7-B((

(0)
with x and y. Since V«B = 0 = V«v , this implies that to lowest order,

( )

0) , x _j

0 ) = (v ̂ 0), v (0) , 0 ) , B, ( 0 ) = (3v x » y » » ^j.

= 0 ,

or that the two-dimensional fields v, , _ . . , „.

B , 0 ) are themselves solenoidal in x and y. This does not imply that either

v = 0 or that B = 0, or that any of the above quantities are independent
S Z

of ez, but i t does imply that to lowest significant order, we may write

3 , ( 0 ) = V x e A = V , A x e
•~ i» z — z

with a magnetic potential A = A(x,y,ez,t) and a stream function ty = ifj(x,y,ez,t).

(In cylindrical geometry, A and ̂ are similar to the poloidal flux functions for

magnetic flux and material flux.) It is characteristic of two-dimensional MHD[9]

that all variables may be represented in terms of these two scalars.

To get further consequences requires going on to the next order in

perturbation theory, thereby obtaining dynamics for A and ̂. The x and y com-

ponents of the O(l') terms give:

.(1)

3B ( 0 )

(o).v (o) (o) (o)



The terms in Eqs. (12) and (13) involving vj_ ' and B, are there if

we allow for a "fast" (i.e., Alfven wave) dependence on z and t/e. It is not

necessary to restrict the first-order fields to ez and t dependences; this is

in the spirit of what has been common in "multiple time scale" perturbation

theory [39].

The terms in Eqs. (12) and (13) which contain v, ' and B, ' are the

only ones with this "fast" variation with z and t/e, so that Eqs. (12) and (13)

may be averaged over an interval AzAt/e which is small enough that there is ef-

fectively no variation of the arguments ez and t, but which is large enough to

make the terms involving VJ_ and B, drop out. What remains after their dis-

appearance is the Strauss equations [33]. They may be written in terms of the

scalars i|i and A by taking the curl of (12) and removing a curl from (13), after

the averaging. The result is:

and

where j = -VrA is the electric current density and OJ = -V,ty is the vorticity

(both have only z components, at this order). Without the -*— terms, the Strauss

Eqs. (Ik) and (15) are the two-dimensional MHD equations in their most convenient

representation.

The role of the fields v and B is unclear, but it appears that
z z

they go along for the ride, obeying

+ Bo-STBzO) + ^ l f — ' (l6)

and

3 (0) (0) „ (0) _ (0) „ (0) _ 9 (0) 1 n2_ (0) i »
3t z ~- - z —!• i z 0 3z z R-. J- z

Note that (16) and (17) are linear in v and B , and involve only coefficients

v, , B, , which are autonomously determined by the solutions to (lh) and (15).

The roles of v , B is similar to that of a "passive scalar" in fluid turbu-
z z

lence. If they are initially zero they remain zero, but in general they need
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not be zero. The interesting part of the problem involves Eqs. (ik) and (15),

and there is no need, apparently, to involve (16) and (IT) in their discussion.

We cannot at this moment say exactly what the effect would be of an

initial OCl) population of Alfven waves on the perturbation theory that led from

Eqs. (k) and (5) to (Ik) and (15)• Some light has been shed by extensive two-

dimensional MHD computations by Shebalin [38]. Starting with isotropic MHD

spectra in the presence of a uniform dc magnetic field, the temporal evolution

is followed numerically using a spectral-method, spatially-periodic, incompressible

MHD code. In the presence of viscosity and resistivity (but only then), aniso-

tropy develops rather rapidly in the k-spectrum. The most-excited k vectors in

the spectrum become those most nearly perpendicular to the mean <B> = B . The

effect becomes more pronounced as B n gets larger and the dissipation coefficients

get smaller. Quantitative estimates are difficult to give in algebraic terms,

but there seems to be an unmistakable tendency for the Strauss geometry to be

approached, allowing for the differences between two and three dimensions, even

if it is not there initially. What seems to be involved is an inhibited transfer in

wave number space in the direction parallel to B_. No such inhibition is felt in

the perpendicular direction. Spectral elongation in k space in the direction per-

pendicular to B n (and a consequent increase in anisotropy) continues until values

2
of k are reached at which the dissipation becomes effective and limits further

elongation. Above some value of B Q, which seems to be roughly about four times

the rms fluctuating field strength, the inhibition becomes so effective [38] that

further increases in anisotropy are provided not by increasing 3. further but by

decreasing the dissipation coefficients. The reasons for this are still somewhat

obscure.
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3. Inverse Cascade Prediction; Disruptions

We are interested in studying the turbulence properties of Eqs. (Ik)

and (15) with an eye to determining whether they may exhibit inverse cascade

phenomena. Inverse cascades are processes which have been conjectured [^0], and

to some extent substantiated, by numerical solution of the relevant dynamical

equations [e.g., 37], in which fluctuations at small spatial scales may feed the

large scales and generate macroscopic variations of greater spatial dimension

than that of their injection mechanism. Insufficient space exists for a proper

introduction to inverse cascades, and reference must be made to the litera-

ture [1+0,37].

Several groups have operating numerical codes for solving the Strauss

equations. The primary application has been the development of instabilities of

quiescent equilibria in cylinders. Typically, the instabilities followed have

been such as to lead to short wavelengths rather quickly. Emphasis has been on

short radial (r) fine structure [4l], but only a careful choice of initial condi-

tions [k2] provides an initial interval in which restricted ranges of 9 and z

wavelengths ["m" and "n" numbers] are present. It is the fate of these computa-

tions to require eventual spatial resolution at high Reynolds numbers (R»Rw)

that exceeds the modest spatial grids that fusion-oriented MHD computations

typically have been allotted. There is no reason to believe the computation of

the dynamics of a cylindrical current-carrying magnetofluid at high Reynolds

numbers will be simpler or less demanding than the fluid mechanical problem of

computing high Reynolds number pipe flow: a problem that is still out of reach.

There is every reason to expect the MHD approximation with tractable boundary

conditions to be a less satisfactory representation of the physical phenomena

than the Navier-Stokes equations are as a representation for pipe flow.

A long, expensive path lies from where we are now to the place where

we can make quantitative numerical predictions about high-Reynolds-number behavior

for a current-carrying magnetofluid in a cylinder. The role that theory can play

is probably to provide a vocabulary and a set of questions, and these may be very

different from those that have guided plasma theory in the past.

Although in some respects unphysical, there is an analytically soluble

model problem (one of the few in the business) which has been instructive
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elsewhere [see, e.g., 37 for a review] and which can be considered here. We fol-

low the following program:

(1) expand Eqs. (lk) and (15) in a complete set of orthogonal functions,

converting (lM and (15) thereby into s. set of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary dif-

ferential equations for the expansion coefficients;

(2) drop the resistive and viscous terms; and

(3) truncate the expansion of both the variables and the differential

equations at a large "but finite number of terms.

What remains is a dynamical system which is conservative (in a sense

to be explained presently), with many degrees of freedom, which still contains

all of the terms which are responsible for nonlinear spectral transfer processes

in the original system. In the truncated system, these terms do what they try

to do in real life, were it not for the dissipative processes which bleed the

excitations away at short wavelengths. The real and imaginary parts of the ex-

pansion coefficients may be thought of as phase space variables, like particle

positions and momenta. In this phase space a Liouville theorem may be proved

and the methods of equilibrium statistical mechanics may be applied.

This program, originally exploited by Kraichnan [^0], has proved use-

ful in identifying configurations toward which turbulent systems proceed if they

are not frustrated by dissipation. If the dissipation is only effective at short

wavelengths, they may approximate these limiting configurations in their behavior.

We may expand both A and ty in terms of the crthonormal set (appropriate

to cylindrical geometry):

A = C J (Y r)exp(im6 + ik z) , (18)
nmq nmq m 'nmq n

where -» < m < °°, k = 2TO./L . L is the periodicity length in the z-direction,
— ~~ n z z

and -oo < n < °°, w i t h n and m i n t e g e r s . J i s a B e s s e l f u n c t i o n of o r d e r m, and
Y a i s t h e q t h ze ro of J ( x ) . The r ange of t h e r a d i u s r l i e s i n r < a . The

nmq m ~
J
m 2 1/2

normalizing constant C is C = (frL a ) /J ., (Y a). The A (r,8,z)
nmq nmq z m+1 'nmq nmq' ' '

thus constitute a complete, orthonormal set, periodic in 9 and z, which vanish

at r = a.

We may expand A and ip, with a set of time dependent expansion coef-

ficients £ , n , as
nmq' nmq'
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A = S £ A (19)
nmq nmq nmq

i|> = Z H ^ (20)
r nmq nmqrnmq

which obey the boundary conditions 3A/38 = 0 = 3A/3z and 3ip/36 = 0 = 3^/3z, or

that T, *e = 0, gj_ -e = 0 over the surface of the (conducting) cylinder.

The tangential component of current j, will also vanish at r = a, but the tan-

gential velocity y, •§„ will not: this set of boundary conditions corresponds

to "free slip" conditions on the velocity field, but resistive boundary condi-

tions on the magnetic field.

There are three integral invariants, the truncated versions of which

remain as constants of the motion when steps (l)-(3) of the above program are

performed. They are the energy E,

nmq 'nmq' ' 'nmq1 ' 'nmq

2 2
E = /rdrd8dz[B[0) + v[ 0 ) ] -»• Z y2 (|£ |2 + |n |2) , (21)

~J. ~i nma nma ' nmn' ' nma'

the cross helicity H ,

2H =2/rdrd9dZ[vi
0).Bi0)] - Z y2 S* n + (implex j ( }

e L~l ~± i nma 'nma nma nma con.iueate 'nmq nmq nmq nmq c on j ugat e'

and the magnetic helicity E ,
m

Hm = B0/Ardrd9dZ * 2BQ J X Z ^ . (23)

There is another quantity which, for reasons of symmetry in the theory should be

treated as a dynamical variable which is constant as a consequence of B 's con-

stancy, the magnetic flux in the axial direction. Thus we may write

as a trivial equation of motion, in addition to the nontrivial ones which result

from substituting (19) and (20) into {lk) and (15).

The four constants of the motion E, H , H , and B are the only known

constants which remain constants after the truncation: i.e., the only "rugged"

invariants. They may be used to construct a canonical ensemble in the phase

space of the expansion coefficients. In fact, it is instructive to consider an

ensemble which is canonical in E, H , aid H , but microcanonical (i.e., "sharp")

in B_. The canonical distribution which corresponds to a zero expectation of

H is
c

D__ = const, x exp [-aE-gH ] , (25)
eq. " m



with reciprocal temperatues «,S to be chosen so as to match ensemble expectations

<E>, <H >.
m

Using the multivariate Gaussian which results when Eqs. (21)-(23) are

substituted into the canonical distribution (25), expectations involving the £'s

ar ' n's are elementary integrals. The results are immediate:

^ ^ ^ 1 ' -2 + n 2 * ° • (26)

' ( 2 T )

1 /p
where A = 23JTT/L ) ' . Also,

u z
<(? - <5 >) > = (2ay ) . (28)

a and S are determined as those roots of

r 2 2 1
<E> = _?_ r + E < J r + g ? )> (29)

and p

<HTn> = - - ^ Z y~* (30)
siu q

o o
•which keep all the <|£ I > and <|n I > positive. More elaborate expressions

nmq1 , ' nmq' }

result for ensembles in which v. and B, are correlated and <H > is non-zero.

An instructive limit in which to consider Eqs. (26) to (30) is that in

which <E> and <H > are held fixed and the number of allowed eigenfunctions in

the Galerkin expansions (19) and (20) become arbitrarily large. The series
Z v_rt is manifestly convergent as a •*• °°, and both a and B -*• °° as n , m ,
q OOq Ttiax ' ' max max

q all -> °°, with the ratio of |a/6] staying of 0(1). The excitations, except

for infinitesimal contributions over the n + m ^ 0 modes, freeze into the OOq

magnetic modes. The vector potential <A> approaches the universal function

•

For all m 2 + n 2 * 0, <l5nmq|
2>/<C00<l>

2 - 0.

The condensation of the ensemble in a particular corner of phase space

in a particular corner of phase space in this limit is not an unfamiliar phenome-

non [ho,37]. What is novel is that (31) represents condensation not in one
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particular mode, but in the universal function (31). The state (31) is in fact
2

a uniform current density state, as can be seen by applying V and comparing the

resulting series with the expansion of j = a constant with its series expansion

in the A . (Since the A all vanish at r = a, a boundary layer with a Gibbs
nmq nmq

phenomenon is expected just inside r = a. This may in fact signal a real physical

effect associated with resistive boundary conditions.)

Such condensation of the absolute equilibrium ensemble has been asso-

ciated in the past with the likelihood of inverse cascade behavior [37], once

dissipation and external driving mechanisms are re-introduced. In the three-

dimensional MHD case [35]» the onset of inverse magnetic helicity cascade behavior

seems to be associated with the crossing of critical magnetic Reynolds numbers,

which can be surprisingly low. These critical Reynolds number thresholds could

result from a decreased resistivity due to an increasing temperature, or to in-

creasing kinetic energy fluctuations in the microscopic turbulence, or both.

It is reasonable to conjecture something similar in the present case.

The inverse cascade behavior, if it existed, would appear as an attempt of the

current profile to flatten itself. The lack of predictability as to the instant

of onset of a major disruption is suggestive, as was noted some time ago [ll],

of the appearance of an inverse helicity cascade.

Any such scenario for an inverse helicity cascade requires a small-

scale source of excitations with electric fields parallel to the dc magnetic

field. There is no shortage of such sources, but there is little or no reason

to expect to be able to pull them out of a linear instability calculation.

Probably the most likely regions in which the sources could exist are the

boundary layers near the cylinder walls„ Another possibility is the neighborhood

of the "mode rational surfaces", though we have little information about their

condition in any situation but computer simulations starting from unphysically

smooth initial data.

Computationally, we are still far from being able to realize the situa-

tions in which the above speculations can be tested. The experiments, as pre-

vously remarked, are mostly being done on devices for which present diagnostics

are incapable of carrying out the necessary tests. We are for the time being

stuck, and a new ingredient will be required before the situation can be resolved.
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Two final remarks should be made about the uniform current density

state (31). First, it has the significance of also being the minimum energy

state compatible with conservation of the limiting form of magnetic helicity

(23), and as such fits into the "selective decay" framework previously enunciated

for MHD and Navier-Stokes fluids [12,36,^3]. Secondly, the required vanishing

of j at the conducting wall together with finite values a short distance into

the plasma, is a ubiquitous source of current gradients, which have often been

seen as a major cause of MHD activity.

The implements and conceptual framework with which to discuss the

turbulence resulting from a forced current in a column of magnetofluid in a

strong dc magnetic field may be in hand, but there is far to go before the

problem can be said to have been treated convincingly.
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